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一个重点，本文选择 2009 年 10 月 30 日创业板开板至 2014 年 1 月新股改革上市共














The issue of new shares is related to the long-term sustainable development of the
capital market, as one of the basic system of capital market, it not only affects the
securities issue price, but also restricts the whole issue of the market valuation of the level
of. IPO pricing is in the most important and critical link. From October 30, 2009 the first
batch of 28 listing Companies IPO (Initial Public Offering), to September 30, 2014, 398
listing Companies have raised funds. As an emerging and transitional capital market, IPO
in China has been the existence of three high (high issue price, high ultra-raised rate, high
price-earnings ratio) phenomena. In November 30, 2013, China Securities Regulatory
Commission issued IPO reform restart. with the logo “on further advancing the IPO
System Reform Opinions". The pricing inquiry stage by eliminating the net purchase price
of 10% parts, controlling the price earnings ratio , the IPO price is restricted on the high
side, thereby inhibiting the listing Companies IPO ultra raised.
Ultra raised refers to funds of listing Companies required of the actual funds appear
excessive. This misallocation of resources will affect the listing Companies using capital
efficiency, thus affecting the listing Companies’ performance. The listing Companies
disclosing the use of ultra-raised funds brings adverse effect, therefore, this new reform
attaches great importance to the ultra raised questions. From Aosaikang pharmaceutical
Limited, Ciming checkup are suspended IPO to Huamao technology, Chongqing gas since
the issuance price earnings ratio is higher than the industry earnings lead to postpone the
issue, all reflect the supervision pay great attention to the phenomena of ultra raised.
This paper firstly elaborated the IPO ultra-raised theories: IPO pricing theory,
asymmetric information theory, behavioral finance theory. Ultra-raised rate is determined
by the actual raised funds and funds to plan. Then, the paper introduce the statistics of
ultra-raisedfundsin GEM and IPO reform in 2014.Next, the article studies the harm and
causes of ultra raised taking disclosure of data and cases of the first listed on GEM. The
causes ofultra raised include six aspects: the system of issuing new shares、 inquiry
system、the issuers, underwriters, investors, and market.
Based on theoretical analysis and case analysis, to study the relationship between
ultra-raised rate and listing companies operating performance is an emphasis of this paper,
this paper select 376 listing companies having issued new share from October 30, 2009 to
2014 January as samples and analyses the relationship between ultra-raised rate and
operating performance. The research results show that: there is a negative
correlation.Therefore control the pricing issue, the idea of supervision control over raised
still in line with the current situation of China's capital market.
On the basis of empirical results, combined with China's actual situation of new
shares issued, and puts forward relevant policy suggestions of this paper: first, the IPO
pricing also needs certain policy interventions; second, the reform of IPO inquiry system,
strengthen the participation and supervision and punishment inquiry investors high quoted
price; third, the issue of new shares links must be open and transparent,strengthen the IPO
underwriting investigation; fourth, to speed up construction of a multi-level capital market;
fifth, the strict implementation of the delisting system, increasing penalties for fraud; sixth,
increase the listing Companies’ financial verification; seventh, IPO ultra part does not
allow underwriter commission.
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